Tank's Agave Rescue Program gives agaves a second chance to bloom and supports critical wildlife!

When you or your landscaper bring landscape debris to the Tank’s Green Stuff Recycling facility at 7301 E. Speedway*, a rescue area is provided for agave plants.

Plants with roots are preferred and will be re-planted by Tucson Cactus and Succulent society and other organizations.

Agave plants that have already bloomed (large stalk emerged from the heart of the plant) are incapable of re-blooming and ineligible for this program. Plants that are suspected of disease or insect pests should be avoided.

TEQUILA, MEZCAL, BACANORA...
DID YOU KNOW THAT ALL THESE SPIRITS COME FROM THE AGAVE PLANT, WHICH IS HARVESTED BEFORE IT FLOWERS? AND THAT BATS DEPEND ON AGAVE BLOOM NECTAR TO SURVIVE MIGRATION? REPLANTING PROVIDES THAT RESOURCE!

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH TUCSON CACTUS & SUCCULENT SOCIETY
WWW.TUCSONCACTUS.ORG
WWW.TANKSGREENSTUFF.COM

* standard tipping fees apply. Contact fairfax@ffxsite.net or Emily Rockey at 520-290-2796 for more details.